The Seven Elements of Art
Line

List and define two TYPES of Line

List three DIRECTIONS lines can have

List four ways to create VARIETY with lines

Definition:
Form

Definition:

List the three words that an object must have in order to have Form

1. 
2. 
3. 

Draw an example of an object with Form

What do GEOMETRIC SHAPES become when DEPTH is added?

What do IRREGULAR or FREEFORM SHAPES become when DEPTH is added?
Value

In two-dimensional art, you need Value to show the Element of Art ________________.

Definition:

List and define the Art Words for Lights and Darks
What does Space refer to in two-dimensional art?

**Definition:**

List and define two kinds of Space in Art

Draw an example of each kind of Space in Art
List and define two kinds of Shapes in Art

Definition:

Draw 2 examples of each kind of Shape below and label them.
Texture

Definition:

Give some examples of words that can be used to describe Textures:

List and define two kinds of Texture in Art
Color

Color is:

Color is organized using a

List and Define:

- Analogous Colors
- Monochromatic Colors
- Complementary Colors

Color Schemes

- Traditional Primary Colors
- New Primary Colors
- Secondary Colors
- Intermediate Colors
- Neutral Colors

Hue

Intensity